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Abstract—The traditional process of the complete blood
count test has long provided hematologists with information
to diagnose blood-based disorders. However, this tedious
and manual process can be subject to bias and inaccurate
classifications. As a result, automated methods of whiteblood cell detection and counting have been sought out as
a means to facilitate the process and improve classification
accuracy. In this paper, we present a new method, PatternNetfused Ensemble of Convolutional Neural Networks (PECNN)
for classifying white blood cells. The proposed architecture
relies on an ensemble method, PatternNet, to fuse outputs
of n randomly generated Convolutional Neural Networks.
The reliance on randomly generated structures allows the
proposed algorithm to be adaptive to data, generalizing
its applications. The PatternNet captures the strengths of
each participating model while being insensitive to outliers.
Through our experimental procedure, we were able to show
that our ensemble model outperformed other ensemble models even in midst of noisy data. We were also able to show that
the proposed architecture performs as well as a much more
sophisticated deep network with a much less computational
cost.
Index Terms—White blood cell classification, random
multi-model, convolutional neural network, ensemble methods

I. I NTRODUCTION
Quantification of blood cells is a vital indicator of a
person’s health. Abnormal increases or decreases in the
number of blood cells is an indicator that may identify
blood-based disorders such as anemia, hemophilia, blood
clots, leukemia, and lymphoma [1]. Currently, hematologists utilize the complete blood count (CBC) test to diagnose blood-based diseases. This method observes smears
of the patients blood under bright-field microscopy and
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compares the observations to the normal range of values
[2]. An important part of the CBC test is the classification and counting of different white blood cells (WBCs).
The four main WBCs include neutrophils, lymphocytes,
monocytes, and eosinophils. An increased number of these
WBCs may be an indicator of diseases, such as leukemia
and infections, while a decreased number may point to
autoimmune disorders, such as HIV/AIDS [3]. Manual
counting of blood cells is a tedious and subjective process
that is prone to human errors. This problem is currently
addressed through the use of medical image analysis, based
on the huge amount of data collected in the laboratories
[4]. Medical image analysis is a powerful tool which
allows researchers to evaluate differences in blood cells
to identify disorders, speeds up the process of analyzing
blood tests, and improves its diagnosis performance. Previously reported research methods of automated blood-cell
identification from images have mainly relied on image
segmentation through color and geometric features [5]–
[8]. Hiremath, Bannigidad, and Geeta [5] developed an
automated system to classify the WBCs using a colorbased segmentation method with geometric feature extraction. Putzu and Di Ruberto [6] presented a fully automated
method for identification of WBC types through feature
extraction of the nucleus and cytoplasm from segmented
images, yielding a 92% classification accuracy rate. Navea,
Dupo, and Bacudio [7] developed a method of automatic
detection and counting of red and white blood cells by
using a blob detection algorithm yielding a 94% accuracy
rate for RBCs and 91% accuracy rate for WBCs. Othman, Mohammed, and Ali [8] implemented an algorithm
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with boundary-based and region-based techniques of shape
description and recognition, resulting in a 96% classification accuracy. Although these methods have yielded high
accuracy rates, they generally require sophisticated preprocessing and rely on hand-crafted features. Deep learning
is a subset of machine learning that employs deep artificial
neural networks to develop object recognition through
training. Owing to this growing field, challenging tasks
that previously needed field specialists to solve could now
be approached by computers. Instead of requiring domainspecific knowledge and relying on hand-crafted algorithms,
new advances in deep learning make it feasible to develop
a learn-from-data approach for blood cell counting. This
approach focuses on training deep neural network (DNN)
models with large amount of data to allow them to make
informed decisions, which Has the potential of improving
the accuracy performance significantly [9]–[13]. Tomari
et al. [9] used an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) classifier to detect normal/abnormal RBCs, which achieved
an 83% accuracy rate on a training set of 100 samples
and a validation set of 50 samples. Razzak and Naz [10]
employed a contour aware CNN for region extraction
and segmentation of cells. Their team utilized multi-level
contextual feature representation that included contextual
information to produce probability maps of gland objects.
Zhao et al. [11] propose an automatic detection system for
WBCs and uses a CNN model to extract WBC features,
followed by a classifier, to sort WBCs into their respective
types. This study yielded a 75% accuracy rate for the
classification of lymphocytes. Zhang et al. [12] developed
a classification method based on the deep U-Net structure
with deformable convolution layers. Recently, Habibzadeh
et al. [13] used a transfer learning approach to classify
WBC types in a dataset of 410 pre-augmented slide images
of white blood cells. By using a complex 50 layer ResNet
(specifically ResNet V1 50) [14], their algorithms produced
consistently nearly perfect results.
This paper presents a PatternNet-fused Ensemble of
Convolutional Neural Networks (PECNN) approach to
classify WBCs from whole slide images. The core of this
approach is the adoption of a new fusion method, the
PatternNet [15], for model fusion. A set of CNNs are
randomly generated to form an ensemble of classifiers.
The outputs of these models are then fed to the PatternNet
to decide the class of a given input. The dataset used in
this study contains 410 slide images of WBCs labeled as
either a neutrophil, lymphocyte, monocyte, or eosinophil.
In comparison to the algorithm discussed in [13], the model
proposed in this paper is less complex and the training
algorithm converges more rapidly. Through this research
we hope to provide a computational tool that makes
detecting and classifying WBCs faster, more accurate, and
more generalized so that hematologists can easily diagnose
potential blood-based diseases and other related disorders.
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The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: The
PECNN is introduced in Section II. Section III details the
implementation scheme, with experimental results shown
in Section IV. Concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. PATTERN N ET- FUSED E NSEMBLE OF
C ONVOLUTIONAL N EURAL N ETWORKS
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have proven
to be one of the most effective deep learning structures
for image and sound classification [16], [17]. CNN networks became popular after the exceptional performance
of AlexNet in the 2012 ImageNet competition [18]. The
basis of a CNN is similar to a simple feed forward network
(FFN) in that inputs are fed through an input layer and
processed through several hidden layers before outputting
a final result. However, A CNN block has several different
layers, including input, convolution, pooling and activation
layers, which allow them to capture representative features
from the input data. The first step of a CNN algorithm
utilizes sliding windows of identical weights to process
inputs, allowing them to synthesize neighboring features
from the input data. Afterward, a nonlinear activation
function is applied to remove negative values. The result
is then downsampled with a pooling layer to produce
more compact features. This process is repeated many
times until sufficiently discriminate and concise features
are obtained. These are then fed to a fully connected
layer where the final decision is reached. For this study,
we propose a PatternNet-fused Ensemble of Convolutional
Neural Networks (PECNN), which is partially inspired by
the Random Multimodel Deep Learning (RMDL) approach
[19]. In RMDL, images and text files are classified by majority voting of the decisions of randomly generated Deep
Neural Networks, including Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) networks and CNNs. In this study, we focus on
data fusion approaches to improve the model performance.
The PECNN structure pipes the activations and outputs of
each individual network into a fusion block (PatternNet)
for system-wide classification. The PatternNet inspects
the outputs from individual CNNs in search for locally
consistent, discriminate and representative patterns. For
each CNN, we define a range in which hyperparameters
are randomly generated. This new model is both computationally inexpensive and structurally simpler than a very
deep CNN. In addition, the proposed structure creates a
generalized architecture which is able to adapt to data,
making it less likely to overfit. The architecture of the
PECNN is shown in Fig. 1.
III. I MPLEMENTATION
A. Overview
Normally a neural network-based machine learning algorithm requires fine-tuning to work with a specific dataset.
While these conventional approaches have the advantage
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Fig. 1. General architecture of the PECNN architecture, where the fusion
mechanism can be implemented with various fusion algorithms, including
PatternNet.

of avoiding hand-crafted features, the PECNN further
automates the architecture constructing process. By relying
on a wide range of hyperparameters and randomization,
our system effectively learns the best network architecture.
Furthermore, our methodology does not simply default
to the best ”chosen” model, instead we use ”opinions”
of individual models through a fusion mechanism, more
specifically the PatternNet. This ensures that our system
takes full advantage of the strengths of both optimal models
and outliers. The algorithmic steps of training the PECNN
are given as follows:
1) Prepare a training dataset. If necessary, perform data
augmentation.
2) Define a range in which the hyperparameters of each
CNN network reside.
3) Generate n random CNNs with hyperparameters
picked up within the parameter range.
4) Train individual CNN networks in parallel using the
training dataset until all are trained.
5) For each CNN network, extract its predicted labels
and final layer activations.
6) Pipe individual network outputs into the fusion
mechanism, i.e., PatternNet.
7) Train the PatternNet using the concatenation of the
final layer activations from each CNN obtained from
the same training dataset.
After the PECNN model is trained, it is then tested using
another dataset before it is ready for WBC classification.
The rest of this section outlines each of the training steps
in greater detail.

and basophils. The whole slide images were stained with
Wright’s stain, a mixture of eosin (red) and methylene blue
dyes. Because the original dataset did not contain enough
basophils (< 1%), they were not included in our network
training and testing. Fig. 2 shows an example each of the
four classes we used in our study.
Due to the lower number of samples per cell type, we
used data augmentation to increase the number of samples.
Data augmentation is an effective tool to make the PECNN
network more robust. The data was augmented by applying
affine transformations and injecting noise to the original
data samples so that our network can learn to be insensitive
to orientation variations and noise in the real world. After
applying random rotations, scalings, reflections, and shearings, the dataset contained approximately 3000 images per
class as compared to 80-200 images per class prior. To reduce computational complexity of our models, we resized
each image to 50x50 post-augmentation. We trained our
network structure on both the normally augmented dataset
and the dataset after applying a Gaussian noise filter with
mean 0 and variance 0.02. The Gaussian noise is used to
simulate a real-world environment where image slides may
be of poor quality. Fig. 3 shows post-augmented images
both with and without additive Gaussian noise.

Fig. 2. Examples of the original image slides.

The resulting dataset is a collection of approximately
12,500 50x50 augmented images of four main types
of WBCs: neutrophils, lymphocytes, monocytes, and
eosinophils. This new dataset will reduce the concern of
overfitting for our model.

B. Data Preparation

C. Network Architecture

The dataset, gathered from a personal GitHub [20],
contained a collection of 410 slide images with dimensions
640x480 pixels that were made up of RBCs and five WBC
types: neutrophils, lymphocytes, monocytes, eosinophils,

To investigate experimentally the proposed method,
three PECNN models comprised of 10, 20, and 30 individual CNNs were generated. Each structure was composed of
an image input layer, α randomized hidden CNN blocks,
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Fig. 3. Examples of the original and noisy images from the postaugmented dataset. The Gaussian noise had a mean of 0 and a variance
of 0.02.

a Fully Connected Layer and a Softmax Layer. Each randomly generated CNN block is made up of a Convolution
Layer, a Batch Normalization Layer, a ReLU Layer, and
a Max Pooling Layer respectively. Each convolution and
max pooling window was kept constant at 3x3, and had a
stride factor of 2. Let α be the number of randomized CNN
blocks in a CNN network. To ensure that the dimension
of the captured features were decreasing after each layer,
when generating α random numbers, each representing
the number of neurons for one CNN layer, we sorted
these numbers descendingly and then applied them for
each of the convolution layers. After all individual CNN
structures were generated, they were trained in parallel.
In this process, each CNN had the input data piped into
it, returning both classification labels and a vector of
activations for all of the neurons in the last fully connected
layer. At the final stage, we fused these results using
various methods described in the next subsection. Table
I shows the range of hyperparameters used to generate our
network. Fig. 4 shows the architecture of one randomized
CNN structure.
TABLE I
R ANGE OF RANDOMLY GENERATED HYPERPARAMETERS FOR EACH
GENERATED CNN ARCHITECTURE . (* T HIS VALUE WAS RANDOMIZED
FOR EACH LAYER )
Hyperparameter
Number of Blocks
Number of Neurons*
Batch Size

Range
1-5
32 - 256
16 - 256

D. Fusion Strategies
The fuse of the results obtained by the generated CNN
models can be done by the following strategies: a majority
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Fig. 4. General structure of an individual CNN network with α
convolution blocks.

vote, an unweighted average, and a PatternNet. All of the
fusion methods rely on late-feature-level fusion with the
exception of majority voting, which does the task at the
decision level. Majority voting, one of the most popular
methods of ensemble, is done by taking the decisions
from each of the models and selecting the final decision
that has the most votes. An unweighted average, another
popular fusion method, takes the average of the final fullyconnected layer’s activations of each CNN model and pipes
them into a softmax. This method has the advantage over
majority voting in that it takes into account each model’s
uncertainty rather than the binary outputs in the decision
level. Ju, Bibaut, and van der Laan [21] showed that an
unweighted average has the advantage when models have
similar performance. Thus, because our ensemble method
relies on generalization and carries its advantage through
its wide array of models, we found it appropriate to take
another approach.
Our solution strategy of using a PatternNet for model
fusion was not to simply throw out less optimal models,
nor was it to weigh each model similarly. We piped
the concatenated activations of each individual model
into a vector that was then piped into a PatternNet. The
PatternNet is essentially an optimized FFN for pattern
recognition [15]. In our study, the cross entropy measure
was adopted as the loss function and the scaled conjugate
gradient method as the training procedure. We found that
this approach was appropriate as the vector of activations
in theory should hold an overarching periodic pattern
due to each model producing slightly similar results. Our
PECNN was able to learn each individual model’s strength,
and take advantage of them for final decision making. The
PatternNet was trained with a variable number of neurons
dependant of the number of networks and the number of
classes (in our case, we have 4). Number of Neurons =
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4(Number of Classes)(Number of CNN Subnetworks).
The constant, 4, was heuristically determined by trial and
error.

TABLE II
R ESULTS OF DIFFERENT ENSEMBLE METHODS , EACH EMPLOYING 30
CNN MODELS , TESTED ON THE AUGMENTED NOISY DATASET.
Ensemble Method
Majority Voting
Unweighted Average
PatternNet

E. Training Parameters
Aside from the randomly generated mini-batch sizes for
each CNN model, we used the following values of training
parameters for the CNN and ensemble model training. The
initial learning-rate was scaled to the mini-batch
size as

Size
(1
∗
10−1 ).
follows: Initial Learning-Rate = Mini-Batch
256
The networks were trained with an L2 regularization
factor 1 ∗ 10−10 , a learn-drop-rate factor of 1 ∗ 10−1 ,
and a learn-drop-rate period of 25. All individual CNNs
and ensemble models were trained using 30 epochs and
MATLAB 2018a’s CUDA optimization. This is because
the algorithm for training the PECNN and other ensemble
models for the WBC counting converges very rapidly.
F. Performance Measures
Given their respective inputs, each model outputs one
of four different responses corresponding to a WBC type.
After training, the performance of each of the trained
models was tested through a 10-Fold Validation test. By
extracting the confusion matrix from each model, we
calculated the multi-class precision (P r), sensitivity (Sn),
and specificity (Sp). Multi-class values for P r, Sn, and Sp
were calculated through a one-vs-all approach, where we
calculated respective values for each class and averaged
them. This method can produce flawed results if data is
imbalanced. Because there were approximately the same
number of images in each class in the dataset we used
in the experiment, we did not encounter the problem. The
values of P r and Sn were then used to calculate the FMeasure (F1 ):
F1 =

1
Pr

2
+

1
Sn

(1)

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Having a complete RBC count to detect abnormalities
requires classification of WBCs in slide images. Our experimental methodology involved testing four different ensemble methods on our proposed PECNN structure with varying number of CNN subnetworks. These networks were
tested using two augmented datasets, one of which consists
of only clean images and another only noisy images. All
results were compiled through a 10-fold cross validation
test. Table II shows the results of the three representative
fusion methods, each having 30 CNN subnetworks on
the noisy dataset. Injecting Gaussian noise into images
makes the WBC counting problem harder, exacerbating
the performance differences among the ensemble methods.
From these results we can see that majority voting and
unweighted average performed much poorer in comparison
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F1
0.8759
0.9152
0.9932

Acc
87.55
91.52
99.37

TABLE III
R ESULTS OF THREE PECNN CONFIGURATIONS WITH 10, 20, AND 30
CNN SUBNETWORKS WHEN TESTED ON THE AUGMENTED CLEAN
DATASET.
Model

PECNN(10)
PECNN(20)
PECNN(30)

Intermediate Results
Lowest
Highest
F1
ACC
F1
ACC
0.2959
29.53
0.9928
99.27
0.4133
39.66
0.9976
99.76
0.3019
29.77
0.9984
99.84

Results
F1
0.9960
0.9984
0.9990

ACC
99.60
99.84
99.90

to the PatternNet method. This is expected as the first two
methods still suffer from outlier models.
Table III shows the individual and (n) ensemble results
on the clean dataset, where n indicates the number of
randomly generated CNN models in the ensemble architecture. Note that the (overall) results reflect those of the PatternNet ensemble method. Table IV shows the intermediate
and overall results on the noisy dataset (Gaussian noise
with mean being zero and variance being 0.02). As a basis
for comparison, we provide the accuracy and calculated
F1 for the worst and best performing CNN models out
of all the individual CNN models. Recall that the best
tuned ResNets [13] were able to provide (nearly) perfect
results. However, the PECNN model for this application is
less complex and the training algorithm converges much
faster. The the most complex model generated by PECNN
has 5 convolutional blocks, with each convolutional block
containing 4 layers. All together, this means that a PECNN
model contains a upper bound of 20 layers and with an
average of 10 layers, making it significantly simpler than
the better performing ResNet with 50 layers. Furthermore,
the PECNN training algorithm required significantly less
epochs to converge to optimal levels. While all of our
PECNNs were trained in only 30 epochs, the ResNet
training algorithm required 3,000 epochs.

TABLE IV
R ESULTS OF THREE PECNN CONFIGURATIONS WITH 10, 20, AND 30
CNN SUBNETWORKS WHEN TESTED ON THE AUGMENTED NOISY
DATASET (G AUSSIAN NOISE OF MEAN 0 AND VARIANCE 0.02.
Model

PECNN(10)
PECNN(20)
PECNN(30)

Intermediate Results
Lowest
Highest
F1
ACC
F1
ACC
0.2895
28.95
0.9896
97.18
0.2643
26.95
0.9848
98.46
0.2766
26.07
0.9904
98.97

Results
F1
0.9912
0.9920
0.9932

ACC
98.15
99.20
99.37
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The results given in Tables 3 and 4 shows that the
ensemble models outperform individual models. Additionally, the results show that the overall system accuracy is
unfazed by those low performing outlier models. The lack
of a significant difference between the results on the clean
dataset and the noisy dataset with the PECNN models
implies that the proposed methodology is relatively robust.
This is because PECNN ensures that some of the randomly
generated CNNs will capture ”useful” features from the
dataset that will be weighted favorably by the PatternNet.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an ensemble approach, PECNN, which is
based on actively fusing results from a set of randomly
generated CNN models, is proposed for the classification
of WBCs. Our experimental study shows that PECNN
achieved superior performances in terms of accuracy,
precision and specificity. Our proposed system, due to
its simplicity and adaptability, has the potential to be
applied to a large range of applications, allowing it to
be effective in a plethora of other fields. Furthermore,
because the architecture is relatively light weight, it is
accessible to large group of audience who are interested
in improving its design for future applications. It is also
intriguing to observe that the best performing individual
CNN model in the solution set is often almost as good
as the ensemble model, which prompts us to think that it
can be a good candidate for lightweight applications, say
a mobile application. It needs to be emphasized that the
idea of using PatternNet for data or model fusion can be
applied to other deep learning methods, much like RMDL;
thus a natural extension of the method is PatternNet-fused
Ensemble of Deep Neural Networks, hence PEDNN.
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